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Introduction
In the early Summer of 2012, my wildest year came to a gradual close.  To help mark 
that ending, through nearby friends I found a sweat lodge leader and learned the 
protocol for meeting him and requesting that a lodge be conducted on my behalf.  
The experience of connecting with him was much richer than I ever would have 
imagined.  Surprisingly, that unexpected connection hinged upon an old, nearly 
empty plastic bag holding the last remnants of my favorite kinnickinnic.  
My purpose for requesting the lodge was mostly for purification, as I began to 
prepare for a journey to seek advice on how I might best bring my formal mourning 
to a close and begin looking at the world through new eyes.  My trip was planned for 
that coming September, timed to coincide with the Manitoba Elk rut.  And it turned 
out to be unforgettable.
This new collection of poems includes all the verses from eight of my chapbooks, 
beginning shortly after the sweat lodge and concluding as Summer began in 2013.  
As with the poems published in “This Wildest Year,” nearly all those included here 
have resulted from a spontaneous flow that still puzzles me.  I should also note that I 
have not included three works of prose that were in the eight chapbooks, nor the 23 
poems that I created for “The Dancing Bear (and Other Brief Fantasies).”  The latter 
were part of a very different writing exercise and, for the most part, do not involve 
the same sorts of “geographies.”
vii
“Manitoba Dreamin’” focused on preparations for my journey and things I learned 
along the way. “Down Past the Ciderhouse” celebrated Autumn and reported on 
some key aspects of my trip to Canada.  “Hungry Like the Wolf ” explored local and 
interior landscapes.  “A New Bureau of Reclamation” was a call to action to shape our 
future geography.  “Smoke Rises” had a strong subtropical flavor, as significant parts 
of it were written while visiting southern Florida.  “Awaiting the Equinox” examined 
the late Winter landscape, the flow of recent events, and my impatience for the 
coming of Spring.  “Off Center” defied any such characterization.  Its geography is all 
over the map, but it also is a plea to take actions to make this world a better place.  
And, finally, “Elk Dreams” ventured into the hidden spaces where physical places, our 
minds and hearts, and the Divine Mystery all converge.
As you will soon see, the geography covered in these poems encompasses broad 
swaths of territory: physical and spiritual (or, in the Taoist sense, both earthly and 
heavenly).  Occasionally, it also ventures into dreamscapes, especially in the closing 
chapter.  As I reread these verses now, I can see that personal, historical geography 
(remembrance in the formal sense), geography of the fleeting moment (to be 
captured, transformed, and become remembrance), and intuitions and prayers about 
the future (attempting to shape remembrance yet to be) all come together.  My hope 
is that this collection will help you see our sacred Earth anew and sense, in some 
unanticipated way, the mysterious powers that it holds, inspiring you to seek out and 
walk down the fragrant path.
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Manitoba Dreamin’
(September 2012)
1
Northwest of Winnipeg
My hopes are dreamed
And tickets bought.
Now I pack my things
Into black bags
To fly away
On falcon’s wings,
Beyond all borders
And across the stars.
2
Lake of the Woods
The sun was down.
The wind was still.
The ice was thick.
From the rocky shore,
The silent fox noticed two girls in their parkas
Making their way onto the big lake.
He stopped to watch.
They stopped to sit.
He was curious and wanted to approach,
But held back.
The girls lay down on the icy bed
To watch the night sky in all its glory.
The fox knew their mother,
The frail one sitting bundled on the deck.
He sensed their loss 
And asked the night sky 
That their dreams forever be fulfilled.
3
To Arcadia
After the ale	…
The knight finds a rough mattress
Upstairs at the inn,
Forgets his prayers
And dreams of the white unicorn.
With the rhythm of hoofbeats in his heart,
That one-horned horse with shining eyes
Will lead him to Arcadia.
The interstate driver finds a rough mattress
Off the exit ramp,
Forgets his prayers
And dreams of the leaping black buck.
With the hum of whirling tires in his heart,
That backward-antlered buck will lick his salty hand	…
And lead him to Arcadia.
4
Purple & Pink (at MP 131)
Strange how our minds can wander	…
The stiff, bright spikes of hoary vervain,
Bold and purple – oblivious to drought,
Reminded me of blazingstars,
Which reminded me of the Liatris Society
	 And pink triangles,
Which got me to thinking 
About the nature of desire,
And all its puzzles.
Sure is strange how our minds can wander.
5
The Cabin
The night before the hunt begins
Can be a restless one.
But once the hunt begins,
A satisfying exhaustion rules the night.
Any questions are quickly resolved
Or fade away in the face of darkness; 
But for the twice-cursed cabin
Where some strange thing tried to spoil my hunts,
First, by spoiling the dinner,
And, then, by convincing the nightflying leaf
To keep forgetting his song	…
In parts, and then	…
…	Remembering parts
Just beyond the open window
Over and over again.
Now visions of trees laden with ripe fruit,
Of shiny apples, sticky persimmons, 
And, especially, those sensuous peaches,
Are luring me back down to that cabin.
Dare I return, clueless?
6
Meditation VII
Will this be another day
Of endless rumblings
And little to show for it?
Whoʼs out There?
The heart of the matter is loneliness
The weedy field is better than the clean one
The prairie is better yet
Walk slowly through the beans pulling out the weeds
Pick a path that points towards prairie
If thereʼs a figure out in the distance
Walk towards it and pick up the pace
7
Wondrous Things
My dear friend,
It’s been more than a year now
Since you stopped by to visit.
Words cannot express how much I got from our meeting.
I’m sure you heard the sad news,
So I won’t go into that now.
But so many wondrous things 
Have been happening lately
That I thought I should drop you a note.
Last summer, I met an old man next to the wolves’ den,
Who carried your cousin’s sacred staff.
And one fine day,
When the soybeans had emerged,
I witnessed the dancing cranes 
And caught Mary’s scent along the flowery path.
In the fall, 
A soft bird landed in even softer seeds
In my bedroom,
And then I read all about you at the back
Of my dictionary.
8
At the hospice -- the other day,
I was reading about a grieving girl,
Who lived on a big lake, 
And learned why the northern lights
Shimmer so.
Now just last night,
The power of little bits of bark and leaves
In an old plastic bag
Showed me once again
Just how strong your love can be.
Until our next visit,
I send my best regards and much love	…
9
Slow Day
In the narrow, spare room
That sits above the roti stand,
If you open the window to look out,
Not much to catch the eye,
But you might just catch 
A little jerk chicken on the breeze.
Head downstairs –
Slip out onto the street.
Do you go to the east,
Down to the curling club
To share a Blue with your buddies?
10
Or walk to the west,
Down to the subway,
Where all the dark-skinned beauties
In their high heels and black dresses
Are heading home from the office?
No, the subway’s too crowded.
Why don’t you grab a goat roti
And wander down to the tiny park
Behind the old brick church
And feed the doves?
11
Approaching the Edge of the Dreamscape
After the birdcount,
We hear new calls in the dark.
After a day on the lake,
Our bodies sway with the choppy waves.
And after the ceremony,
The glowing boulder 
Is the last thing we see.
Before Daybreak
Fur lining pulled out
Their haven he discovered
Some time after four
12
To Intensify the Essence of Being Blue
There is a small blue flower
Almost hidden in my new garden.
I do not know its name.
But nameless flowers can have a double power,
As they catch your curious gaze.
These blossoms resemble 
The forget-me-nots I once placed on my Grandfather’s casket,
And bring to mind the fact 
That I carry, within me, his blue-eyed gene, obscured.
And then I think of other dear blue-eyed souls
And how these tiny, fragile stars
Concentrate the sky,
And intensify the essence of being blue.
13
Picking Wild Strawberries (to Mary R)
Mr Collins set down quite a challenge in class this afternoon,
With his crazy list of a dozen obscurities,
One ten times worse than that “Stump the Chef” challenge
On the radio show when the announcer gives out a strange list
Of ingredients left in the fridge and asks that they all be used in a dish.
So I think back to all the times I hunted for wild strawberries:
To the edges of marshes, the sandy trails, the railroad tracks,
To thinking like a mouse and swatting mosquitoes,
And then to the one warm night when I brought the biggest bowl
Of wild strawberries and a bottle of Asti to her apartment.
And, then, I can see, quite clearly, 
That I will hopelessly fail this assignment,
Even if I did notice the kinds of rocks used for the ballast along the tracks
And the heady taste of sweet fruits on her lips.
14
Trembling Hands
At dusk, 
The Queen of the Deer hearing his cries
Stepped out of the dark woods,
Emerging at the pond’s edge.
He was a desparate man, at wit’s end.
He gave her his devotion for the rest of his days.
And two gifts he received,
His dearest one restored ~
The other, an obligation.
15
Oklahoma 1920 ≈ Chicago 1955
Oh Uncle,
If there were three men I could bring back
For just one day,
You would be one.
I’d like to spend a few hours with you,
First, as a young man of sixteen,
Walking the post oak woods
On a sunny morn with all the birds a callin’.
What’s your Grandmother taught you
That could prepare you to make such a move?
A land so filled with colliding lives,
Joyful, and deeply tragic, in those years
Before the rains stopped.
Is there no place in it for you?
16
Do you want to escape, 
Like the man from Dog Iron Ranch,
To a world of fame,
To escape the uneasy air (that would explode the next summer)?
Who can take you up to Okmulgee 
To catch the train that escapes this world?
But wait, I need a few more minutes –
Let’s get a bite to eat 
At that diner over on Clark Street
And sit in the back and talk about your life in this big city.
You’ve been away for so long now.
D’yever catch the train back home?
Whadda ya think of the Cub’s chances?
And, as a man of fifty,
How are you goin’ about courting her?
17
A River of Sweet Tears
Color the morning blue and white,
From the sky above and the bluejays in the treetops,
Down to the bright blue gravediggers’ tent and its white edging,
And the bandleader in his white shirt and ice blue slacks,
Who led his crew in issuing forth 
A blue and white river of sweet tears 
That flowed down the hill and through the believers.
That sweet river will flow now,
Wandering eternally,
Never quite finding the sea.
18
The Birth of Obsession
One day the groundhog,
A creature of habit,
Met the dazzling hummingbird,
A creature of abandon.
They hit it off remarkably well.
She named their love child 
(A tiny irridescent ball of fur)
«Obsession».
The father, of course, was long gone.
19
The Library
The night fell quickly,
	 after the sun slipped behind the high ridge.
The air finally began to cool,
	 and some semblance of peace enveloped the busy town.
The sleep came easy,
	 and any night trains passed unheard.
The mailbox was strangely filled,
	 all names unknown or of the dead.
The kind ladies took
	 all my books and reshelved them in a common library.
The dear souls at first were pleased,
	 and I distraught, fell to the ground crying for all my books 	 	 	 	
	 and my lost love.
20
The Muffled Click of His Step
The one who is present 
	 at all important events
Stands hidden, unobserved, 
	 nearly forgotten now.
Those who knew and could see him 
	 are mostly gone,
But shared their secret with one man 
	 who could understand.
And their secret vision was saved 
	 in a new tongue,
Which may have changed 
	 how he will be sensed,
But the muffled click of his step 
	 can still be heard,
And he may yet emerge 
	 from his concealment.
21
The Cider Song (for Seamus H)
The man, who learned the oriolesʼ craft
And so deftly wove his dreams and memories, 
Was a young man once in love with love 
And scrumpy.
Such a bard deserves a raucous song
Done in his honor proudly,
As will be done when the apple sparkle
Inspires the orange and black songsters 
In each who knows his ways.
And bubbly strains of tunes and verse
Will resound above the din.
22
Power & Light
The other day, did you have 	a small accident?
Did your front, left hoof slip on the slick river rock, 
Or was it a crumbling ledge?
Did it pull out your shoulder?
I slept sore last night,
Rebedding three times,
Searching for comfort and willow bark.
Of course, with a sounder sleep,
I never would have seen 
That mid night show of power and light
In the distant northeastern sky.
Those flashing clouds put a pocket of my finest opals to shame.
23

Down Past the Ciderhouse
(October 2012)
25
And the Chorus Went...
In apples, lies a treasure,
Force it out to swell.
Cork it up, drink it down,
It goes down so well!
Pockets full of sixpence,
We don’t need that rye.
With scrumpy in our glasses,
Our joy will never die!
26
Yellow, Red and Purple
Cut yourself some ties
Cut some strips of hide
Cut yourself some ties
Cut some strips of cloth
Yellow, red and purple
Tie your stories together
For yourself and for your friends
Find some sweet tobacco
Tie it to a tree
Tie your flute together
Let it take you from the past
To the future and back again
Yellow, red and purple
27
Where Water Touches the Sky (for Welby)
Old water renews
It sings all day and all night
Enchanting the rocks
Sand cherry renews
The fragrance of fresh blooms
August is now May
Picking Plums (for Vida)
Through dust-coated leaves
Red plums hang ready to fall
Now, Grandmother smiles
28
Almost Noon
Ganesha, you’re always here
...	and everywhere else?
Here before you, the arid air
Suggests an offering.
I’ll walk back to the car
And bring you a cluster of fine grapes,
Juicy and full.
His Retreat
there are no mirrors
in Bear’s den
wildflower pond
mirrors
29
Something’s About to Change
The blind eye waits, 
Murky, swirling, without iris,
Trapped in an eternal treasure prison...
Each night removed to perfect stillness,
Each morning taken from the lacy runner, reanimate,
First light glinting off its two pyritic inclusions,
Nearly microscopic,
Mute witness to the day’s unfoldings
On a sinister hand,
Till now
30
Time Travel
I glanced at the clock this morning.
It read 8:	18 and struck a chord
With a time almost too long ago to recall.
So I stopped, sat down, and thought hard about those days
When I left for school early so I’d be down by the station 
To meet the special train scheduled to arrive at that very minute.
Its chain of commuter cars was broken
By a vestige of another time.
It came from the world of my father’s dreams
And was heading for a world he would escape one day.
I never did get onboard that train.
So much has changed in forty years.
And, now, the chain of blue jay calls is broken
By the song of a distant air horn. 
31
Missed Calls
When you hear her voice,
in these days of coveted relationships,
of too quiet mornings, you say nothing.
I can tell from the flashing red light,
from the clicks and hums and silences,
no words articulated, no news, no source,
only cryptic signals.
Are you real and shy
or are these just misdirected machinations,
ex machina without the god? 
32
Ill-fated Lovers (Libretto by E.T.S.)
At the next séance, I need to find Leoš.
There’s some work to be done.
This man, who enchanted us with Liška and her kind,
Is clearly the right one for this job.
I found a new libretto, the ultimate romantic tragedy ~
The tale of Lobo and Blanca
And how their love was their undoing,
At the hands of the one who was then reborn.
Who else could compose the score?
If Leoš won’t take the commisssion
Perhaps he can take Lobo and Blanca out one night
And the three of them can run down a sleeping composer,
Who would then, by dream, be reborn.
33
Rough Climb (for Judith)
This trail goes from bad to worse
Through mud and briars
And now, on higher ground,
Sharp, red rocks.
This climb is not a path well trodden,
But the view from that ridge
Might take your breath away.
So prepare to think like a mountain goat
And take some chances with your balance
And jumping muscles.
Or pull out that eight-pound sledge,
Take on each obstacle with a focused mind,
A different set of muscles.
As those red rocks break, who knows
What veins of ore you might expose.
The choice is yours,
But if you act the goat,
You’re leaving that hammer right here.
34
On a Wing and a Prayer
Flying solo
Chasing a vision by the seat of my pants
On a wing and a prayer
With no one to guide me
I want the impossible
And I may get the impossible
What I get will not be the impossible 
That I wanted
For isn’t that the elusive nature of desire?
35
Trans Canada Highway
Summer fruits gone.
At dawn, I prepare to leave the village of Tame Deer,
Where the doe brings her spotted son down to the diner to show off,
And three wolves knock over the bucket of ashes to frolic and roll,
Where the hungry bear, no more fruits to be had, breaks into the shack	...
No looking back.
It’s time to head towards the village of Truth
On the long road west to Winnipeg.
36
Wind through the Aspens
Precisely at 5:	48 pm,
Your break was over.
Roused from your rest,
Bedded in the brush,
You knew just how to vanish.
All I hear are the aspens now.
Will you sing for me?
He Called Again 
Song so powerful
My prayers are answered today
Joyous in fresh wind
37
Made Her Mark
When Ursula showed me her den,
She pointed out 
The scratch marks on the paneling.
I could see that they went
All the way up to the ceiling,
Through the roof an’ into the sky.
Some Treasures are Guarded
If you find five amber beads,
You’ve been looking where you shouldn’t.
You can try to cover your tracks,
But, if you’re made of the stuff of this world,
Expect to be found out.
38
Hawthorns
The black cows graze silently around the battered
	 thorny grove,
Red fruits spotted, browned leaves scarred.
A few barren trees hold their clean green leaves.
Will the next year bring more of the same?
A Very Temporary Situation
dead pheasant
gray gravel
north windgust
feathers fly
body shudders
39
Equinox
Vesna came to see me once,
Years back.
She came from the east in her compact car,
Not in springtime, but instead,
When the haws were plump and red.
We walked to each one, tasting some,
And splitting the others open
Looking for her blessed maggots.
Then the day was done.
Her beautiful figure 
And bags of infested fruit
Drove straight to the west,
At one with the setting sun.
40
Uncle Elmer
The blackbird turned back when he flew over the sleepy town.
He came down behind the big hackberry tree
And landed in a plum next to the patio behind her house.
A few white kernels of corn waited 	under the white table,
Where the shellers had been working all afternoon.
He dropped to the ground and picked one up.
It was good.
He took another.
41
A New Day
morning has broken
no doubts about it
a perfect clear sky
thermals arising
five vultures kettling
shapeshifting star
Becoming Phoenix
peacock china vase
the applewine bottle holds
an eternal flame
42


Hungry Like the Wolf
(November 2012)
45
Lamb Two Ways
When he saw on their online menu
That he could have “Lamb Two Ways,”
It dawned on him 
That it might finally be worth
Taking a chance 
On eating at a restaurant.
There, at least,
No one would steal his place
While he went to taste
The other carcass.
46
At the Edge of Town
Alit, a cross lights
A deserted parking lot
Just down from Sparky’s
Cold Wind
This morning
the stalks are dancing
offering their feathered plumes 
to the sky
stiff and tall except the heads
preparing to fly
47
Together
I didnʼt know your cousin was around.
Last night, a bit before 10,
Near the end of my prayers
Up in the dark room, under the comforter,
The one I just pulled out that morning,
I almost fell asleep.
But then I remembered to ask that the spark
Stay lit in all his healers,
And thatʼs when the howling began.
We closed our prayers together
And found warmth.
I wonder how big 
Our congregation is.
48
The Inside Story
The lyrics of the songs of personal reconciliation
Are potently idiosyncratic.
If you know them well,
Then you know the lyricist inside out.
Paradise Lost?
When the massive earthenware honeypot was finally moved,
And the old stand taken apart,
She noticed the mouse on the floor.
Dark,
It did not move,
Flattened, candied.
Did it leave us in paradise or for paradise?
No time to ponder that now.
First, the scraper,
And, with each successive scrape,
An image was carved
Deeper and deeper into her heart.
49
Out Shopping
Behind the tall glass counter, 
The lady with an accent
Showed me boxes of exquisite chocolates.
So I bought some, 
Not knowing their price.
When she figured the exchange rate,
I gasped and gave them back.
Still, my money disappeared,
Till I found a windfall 
In a secret wallet compartment.
Pleased, but not satisfied,
I walked out toward my car
And met a two-headed dog,
Thankful I had two hands
For scratching behind his ears.
50
Captured
My mother understands the inherent, raw power
Of a bushel of beets, blood red and muddy.
What other vegetable lies closer to the earthforce?
She has learned their ways.
The power preserved in sour brine and onion slivers
In the dark hold, below grade,
Persists for seasons on end.
And, if you’re lucky,
Some will come to you.
51
Comfortable with You
When quiet incantations are the order of the day,
Itʼs best to get outside the house, to hit the trail.
Which ones have you been practicing?
Which ones are most comfortable with you?
	 ...	and not? 
Where do they take you now?
	 ...	and how ʼbout last time?
Do they come from your voice or anotherʼs?
Do you sense when itʼs time to stop and head back home?
I wonʼt ask you what happens next.
52	
Mixed Messages (Reason #23)
You can bring Fido!
Memorize 392 pages of abnormal psychology.
Determine whether or not peanut butter sandwiches satisfy all four food groups.
Or do something fun.
It all started on a bus.
Our strength is not for hurting.
Hear & Be Clear.
Smart reasons to enroll, applying Science to fuel and feed our global society.
Picture yourself in Cytopia	...
53
The Depths of Taste
The gifts of roses,
Of flashing jewels to be worn for all to see,
Or of little somethings that are not to be worn in the public eye, 
Are known throughout this land as signs.
In my little world,
The gifts of certain foods (not just of chocolate)
Also signify.
So when I tasted a small piece 
Of those bars you had made yesterday,
And carefully wrapped for me,
I hoped it was only out of friendship,
For their rich taste 
Tried to take me beyond.
54
Meditation IX
The documentation 
Of dis-integration
Is completely different
From its repair	...
...	still	...
Past the Gate
The gate is ajar
Her hungers now satisfied
In peace, she enters
A long night over
A tearful Mistress relieved
Finally sleeping
55
On the Occasion of Your Canonization
I decided to take a walk, Kateri,
Down along the bridle path that follows the river,
Through the soft leaves of silver maple, elm, and cottonwood,
The little drifts that only partially cover even softer gray sands, 
Where, in the sun, the snakes were warm,
And three young bluebirds, brothers perhaps,
Were almost playing, up in the branches.
An osprey circled past, carrying a small meal.
On the edge of a sandbar,
A swamp sparrow had finished its bath, 
In beauty.
The walk had become a moving prayer.
The grasshoppers, in their black and orange robes,
Led the procession.
And then I saw it	...
56
A single wahoo, all its leaves gone,
But with hundreds of pendulous pink ornaments,
Some with little orange fruits dangling,
Shining in the sunlight,
Giving its gifts so freely.
Around the bend, I met a young lady on a white mare, 
And her scrappy pup licked my hand.
If that werenʼt enough,
The next clump of roses bore scarlet hips
On blood-red, thorny stems, above flaming foliage	...
The world, joyfully bleeding,
On this, your day, Kateri.
57
Opening Day
It feels like Opening Day.
The calendar page is torn off.
The wind is brisk.
The full moon is setting.
It is all an illusion.
The season on Love has no blacked-out days.
It is 24/7, 365.
Those with crossbows hunt side-by-side
	 with the riflemen.
And I stepped out of the house, rifleless,
With no bow and only a few small charms.
58
Those who Strive to be First
They seek your strength.
They seek your drive.
They seek new packs of followers.
They study you and take.
But their desires filter your lessons.
They learn only the parts that they want.
And do not gain your trust,
Nor mine.
59
Two from the Coffeehouse
I. Express Train from Paris to Turin
(An Idle Moment at The Café)
No need to rush, I sip my mug of hot tea
And savor a lemon blueberry scone,
As the morning slowly unfolds around me.
And then I see the golden eagle, 
Wings spread wide,
Land atop the silver pot,
While scarlet cups filled with espresso
Sit trackside,
As loden cars glide past.
And one crazy passenger is compelled 
To break all the rules... 
For just one sip.
Should I get up now from this comfortable spot
At the corner table
And break a few rules today?
60
II. An Old Souvenir
As I wait for the shop down the street to open,
I sit stirring this cup with an ancient spoon.
I examine its silver handle
And see that itʼs from across the sea,
Its tip, flared to a scene of a lake and a sailboat
Honors souls lost long ago.
This cup has more of a poignant bite now
Than it did just moments ago,
Increasingly so, as I stir.
61
Found and Lost: October 30th
At almost noon,
I found myself walking the deer trail
Beyond any point Iʼd gone before.
It led to a shallow pond.
Now completely dry, 
It was almost entirely covered in low, beige grasses 
Surrounding a patch of black, sticky mud.
Picking my way toward the next pond,
One with water,
Three long-tailed pheasants flew up low
And straight away.
The next pond was quiet.
So a different path cut through a sea 
Of warm indian grass.
Through it, I glided, in near silence,
Till I came to a strip of half-green reed canary.
Its deep leaves gave a crunch
With each new step,
And the resting doe was disturbed.
62
She walked deliberately to the next
Willow thicket and stopped.
I continued and crossed the dry creek.
Heading south, I soon was adrift
In a thousand waves of goldenrod heads,
Fluffy, soft, and brightly shaking,
Shining into the Sun.
And thatʼs when I lost my desire
To go any farther.
63
Scent of a Woman
You loved the five-petalled rose,
Not the artifice of the breedersʼ craft,
But the roadside rose,
When washed clean of gray dust,
Its fragrance sweetly renewed and renewing.
You learned my secret about the rose,
And it became ours,
In those sweetly renewing hours
Before the dawn.
64
Not Counting Coup
I stepped into that lecture hall
A few minutes early,
To my left, my old right-hand man,
To my right, an easy exit.
As the room filled up, the she-wolf sat in front
And a young Menominee brave behind.
I felt safe.
All attention was focused on the speaker,
Whose untimely arrival filled
My unexpected departure.
He was in fine spirits,
And I could squeeze his hand in mine
And not think of it as counting coup.
Whether his good humor will keep him afloat
Is another matter entirely.
65
An Ending, Not Quite Unnoticed
A small click in the dark
Was all that marked the end.
A Deer Mouse had been stolen 
From the old Red-tail.
It came inside for shelter and safety
On a cold night 
And found both food and death.
The Red-tail was guarding the gate
When I returned after a visit to the woods.
All fluffed out, she was watching me
From a high branch,
And, in turn, was being watched
By a silent Crow.
The Mouse and Sage quietly await
The remainder of the day.
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Tombeau Les Regrets
Now that the rains have come too late to push the tan
	 mushrooms up through the fallen leaves,
The acoustics in this hall are too good.
The melancholy strains of the violas da gamba 
	 harken back to the prematurely warm days 
	 of early spring that pushed the apple blossoms out into the freeze.
There was a time when such losses were noted
And butchering could be seen in the streets.
With our filled-up stores and virtual, but elusive, joys,
Does this music still resonate in our modern lives?
Will we ever be hungry like the wolves again?
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A New Bureau of Reclamation
(January 2013)
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Why Not?
Time to stand up
Find a crowd
Get their attention
Proclaim your innocence
(more or less, as the case may be)
Profess your faith
(in something bigger than yourself )
Explain your dreams
(from your heart, in plain words)
Express your frustrations
(without naming names)
One at a time
Reclaim your community
While reinventing yourself
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With Willows?
take up jackhammers
help willow shoots break pavement
itʼs time to take sides
Daring Muse
Incendiary or subtle,
Instantaneous or slow-acting,
The Muse does something, says something,
That provokes a response,
Almost a dare.
Whether intended or inadvertant,
You know it happened,
And the search for the right words
To set it right
Begins.
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Sankalpa (for Betsy & Dave)
Ponder intention...
Imagine crystals...
Hard, sharp diamonds,
Cylindrical, dark tourmalines,
Tetrahedral fluorite, in violet,
Or an amorphous, cloudy opal
With its flashes of brilliance.
Some pull the world toward you.
Others extend you into Oneness.
Those that seem the clearest,
The most transparent,
May even allow you to disappear for a time.
But eventually the sunbeam will fall
At just the right angle,
And the full spectrum will fan out, unnoticed,
Till it meets just the right smooth surface
To show the world your intention.
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After Dinner
Thereʼs a quality in the air
A little smoke
A little sweet
And a little too hard to handle
Moonset West of Dallas
The deformed half of the end 
of a brass socket wrench
slowly fell into the fire,
getting hotter and hotter,
more and more misshapen as it dropped,
till the last flaming sliver was consumed
and turned into a puff of smoke.
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A Cottage behind the Spa
No longer ink black, I stir from my sleep
Far away from home, in a big white bed
Facing a hearth flanked by windows.
The white roses and pomegranates,
Now discernible on the other side,
All know that this is a loversʼ cottage.
So I wait here in the peaceful dawn
For a wide-eyed doe to press her nose against the pane,
Wonder if thereʼs a puma silent in my closet,
If a she-bear will break down this white door,
Or perhaps a soft mouse will find a crack among the roof tiles,
And find her way towards the warmth.
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Iʼll be your stately buck,
Your silent lion,
Your sleepy bear,
Or the wee mouse with a down-filled nest.
Whatever form you wish to take,
No matter...
And if you arrive formless,
You must take me as I am.
There will come one moment
When I, too, will become
Formless.
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Raindance Rocks (for Leslie)
Their work almost done,
The gray rock and the green rock
Struck up a short conversation.
I couldnʼt make it out,
But I think she understood ʼem well.
ʼCause right after that
I lost my footing.
But instead of falling down,
I took flight
Till she brought me back home.
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Mother & Daughter
rose granite stone rose
deep green granite stone iris
cold wind distant cranes
Prayer Excerpt
...	although his ropes are thousands of miles long,
they still tie him to trouble; mine may keep me 
out of trouble, yet I still want to cut them	...
Sometime after the Rut
for a moment
a doe could be clearly seen
with a briarwood pipe
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Four Lovely Ladies
at about eleven
the gray fog turned white
then quickly disappeared
as a low sun burned through
and showed the blue
every jay, chickadee, and junco began to call
celebrating a warm winterʼs day
four lovely ladies out to find a little lunch
emerged from the brush
softly stepping through moist tan leaves
attentive
and we had an unexpected conversation
now Iʼm hungry, too
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Another Lesson from Fruit
Their buffet held too many temptations.
I wanted them all in the same hour.
But, when I found the rosy grapes
arranged like a bowl of Easter eggs,
I stepped back from my gluttony.
Each pink egg required a gentle touch,
enough force to pierce its skin
and release its fine nectar,
without cracking its cradled seeds.
A few minutes so engaged 
was all it took.
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My Botany of Desire
By the time I was seventeen,
Flora and I were already deep in an affair.
I left home and took the next train east
To her wooded lair,
Where we could stroll together unobserved,
But for the chickadees who always got around.
And I could touch her softest parts,
Inhale all her moody scents,
And taste both her sweet fruits 
And the aromatic numbing of that pungent tootheache tree.
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My lover left me presents,
Ones that I might walk miles to find:
Her pink slipper in the bog,
Succulent asparagus spears among dry grasses,
A field full of fat dewberries, well-armed beneath my knees,
And little treasures under the shagbarks,
Which I would hoard for special nights,
When, with passionate strokes of my hammer,
They would crack,
Revealing their tender meats to be mixed with honey.
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Alone (In a Strange House)
Incessant winds
Windows rattle
A clock ticks in another room
Unexpected developments
On a dark night in a small town
In a strange house
The oak floors crack
The walls wonʼt share their stories now
Maybe theyʼll sing to the clockbeat
After the lights finally dim
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After the Chase
a sudden chase
ended abruptly
she loped up the slope
content, with his rusty tail waving
like a standard
with each new stride, out
from the side of her mouth
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The Lemon
Young and somewhat unsuspecting,
We bought someone elseʼs troubles
For 3600 bucks and change.
The boxy blue Volvo was temperamental in its turning.
But itʼs amazing how much you can learn when things go wrong.
The adventures we carried on in it
Will keep turning for years,
Long after the scrap heap ~
The mouse caches in its door panels,
The autumn trek in fits and stops and starts
To find the precious seeds,
And the time at Black Dog
When we could hear the immaculate,
Powerful flock calling across the clear blue miles,
Just crossing the river, majestic, 
In that thin zone between Heaven and Earth.
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An Elk with Jade Eyes
when the elk with jade eyes
serenades through the pines
the birch-bark bull will know
and bugle back
two stags by the prairie stream
will cock their curious ears
and one old brown hart bellows so long
that it brings me to tears
A Place of Rest
The feisty badger’s old sett
is well maintained by her devoted lover:
A den of peace,
dark, with a whisp of lavender in the air,
a place of rest and healing,
nothing out of place.
I’m drawn to sleep there
to burrow deep into memories
of roses and mulch.
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Wine, Women & Song (A Stream of Consciousness)
A quiet supper
A glass of wine, a salad, and thin spaghetti with a red clam sauce
Domaine Laroque from Carcassonne
Got a postcard from there, years ago
From my cousin, footloose (and almost free)
Now heʼs settled down and taken on a new philosophy
Thanks to an enchantress
There was that night when he took me to see the opera
Rusalka was the enchantress
Her songs flew up into the night sky
Her lover took on a new philosophy
All choked up, we took the Metro back to his flat
Another glass of wine, my friend?
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If You Can
Repair the broken hoop.
Expect delays and tribulations.
Crescent-like now,
Lift it up
And bring it towards your chest.
Make the two ends meet,
And, with your third hand,
Tie them together, matched ends
In a moist lashing.
Only when the hide is dry will the
New graft form.
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Smoke Rises
(January 2013)
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After She Called
no poem can capture the smoke
cedar scented, it rises
in a thin gray string, twisting
and I take a bit with my cupped hands
before I do what I am 
compelled to do
this raw night before the storm
may it rise
to touch the Mystery
as he feels it
may it rise 
to touch the Mystery
as I call it
may it touch 
the Mystery
as it rises
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Thundersnow
the whiteout obscures
the thunderbolts that flew
above cold chaos
when the one who knew
arrived with wolves and ravens
to lead the battle
even snow blindness
and blizzard winds could not blot
unearthly rumbles
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DeKalb County
many shades of grey
black earth dusted cornstubble
the red barns stand out
A Soft Touch
Gliding beneath clouds
To a smooth landing
Welcomed at the gate
By a moist comfort
As hazy night falls
Long day nearly done
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You May Take It
And she said, 
“You may take the river birch as your symbol.
Study it with care.
You will see how it shows its grace in youth,
But as it ages, strengthens, darkens,
It always shows signs of its youthful grace.
And should it appear to fail,
It may spring again, threefold, from its base.”
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When It’s Good and Dark
Hey there, wait up…
I heard from a friend of a friend
That youʼve got ways to spirit me across the border.
His sharp ears perked up with that last word.
He stopped and turned and stared me down.
So tell me, Sir, what do you charge?
Is the journey long?
What should I bring?
Too many questions, eh?
I’ll meet you here tomorrow night.  
It’s a new moon. 
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Raising Cane
emerald field plumed
perched above the still canal
ephemeral fire
flames over water
noisy birds in quick descent
catching all they can
heaven over fire
gray billows meeting tall clouds
then the rains begin
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News from Mali
Needed rains fell hard;
The dark air was full of too much electricity,
Rolling thunder for half an hour.
When it quieted, finally,
I found myself in a nearly empty room
Filled with tall round tables and high chairs.
There was someone there:
One heavy-set man,
Who told me to dine at the Restaurant Timbuktu,
Recommending their French cuisine.
The radio came on abruptly,
Ending our chat
With the news of its recapture.
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Tunkan (for Molly)
She found it in the creek.
When she picked it up
And held it tight,
Its wet surface
Could not hide its power.
She knew right away
And dried it off.
The flow polished it smooth
For who knows how long.
A thin bright band
On its wide end
Hinted toward something more.
She knew right away
And kept it safe.
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Too Many Trophy Photos
I understand liking to hunt.
(Itʼs in my blood.)
And know full well about wanting to succeed.
But taking a life is a most serious matter
To be approached through ritual and reverence.
And of those two, reverence is key.
Without it, what are we?
A Curse
Where will these breadcrumb trails of words lead?
Were they intended to take us back to before our wanderings in the woods?
If so, there are so many choices
And so many hungry crows,
Observant.
Know that if you backtrack now
You will find some crumbs but miss others,
Or wait a bit, and come to know that Thomas Wolfe is always right in the end.
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Antelope Freeway
That night on I-5 when we approached the Antelope Freeway,
Something was clearly amiss.
We seemed to be getting closer all the time,
But still missed the exit.
And the antelope were nowhere to be seen.
The traffic was light that night.
Yet even full out in the passing lane,
We couldnʼt catch them.
Or had we unknowingly passed them by
In our past lives? 
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Sleepless in Seattle (circa 1985)
Everything was damp;
Ground and cloud came together.
Black was the uncolor on the street corners
That he wandered as he found himself
Sleepless in Seattle.
He didn’t know they wanted to do him in.
Too trusting a soul, he had his plan
And was going to stick to it,
Come hell or raised bridges.
But they knew better (or worse) and acted. 
He kept his wits about ’im in the mist,
Thanks to a Greek café 
That served the thickest coffee at all hours
And such rich galaktoboureko
That it got him past their flying arrows and gothic piercings,
And back onto that plane heading for home,
Just in the nick of time.
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Her Ovens
The artists come to New York City’s bright lights
For inspiration, stimulation and mutual support;
The least likely sheep flocked together.
Does their craft suffer from all the distractions?
The Master Baker escaped that island.
She slipped out the gate and then ran west
To the land of wheat,
More alone but more together.
Sweet smoke now rises from her ovens
Where new rewards emerge hot each morning
As the Main Street lights flicker out.
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Emerging into Reality
Dear Old Abe
Wants to live out
The rest of his days
With his buddy
The bear.
And there I am
Making soap bubbles.
Just as it was
About to emerge,
I came out
The other side	...
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Made It His Own
Walking down the aisles
in the grocery store
past the melting lemon drops,
those rhythms and chords
wonʼt stop ringing out
as he sings his dreamy epitaph,
bittersweet...
We know where to find him - yes -
his voice flies us there, somewhere,
over Judyʼs rainbow, somewhere,
way up high...
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Dreams of Summers Past
If my wishes had wings,
They would hover near sunset
Above white petunias 
Waiting patiently for you to come along,
Admiring the velvet petals,
The fragrance of nightfall,
And the elusive flight of hawk moths.
Four More Questions
Is sleep lost ever found?
Does bad news know to stop at three?
When the wildfire spreads on a day of uncertain winds, 
can all the firebreaks be rechecked?
And what good things can be made from the ashes?
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Chesapeake (for Phil)
Caffeine and Whiskey, 
dark and bright,
flying over the bay at night,
dreaming of bluebills taking flight
into a pink sky
Slicing the air way up high,
the scent of dead crabs and oyster beds
would be missed by the pilot,
who flies by sight,
but for Caffeine and Whiskey,
dark and bright
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Djarum Filters
Why do I have such a craving for a kretek?
Her little brown packʼs nowhere to be found.
Iʼve looked in all the drawers,
But theyʼre gone,
Gone, all burned away.
This lovely vanilla votive is reassuring,
But cannot substitute
For sharing the sharp, cutting sweetness of cloves.
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Place to Rest
warm pink granite slab
a windblown bluestem ridgetop
last the nighthawkʼs bed
In Jennings, Kansas (pop. 146) Last Monday Night
a bountiful copacetic deliverance
escaping from great hardship
illuminated Jennings, Kansas
last Monday night
only people questioning 
rights surpressed
took up vibrant windsongs
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Awaiting the Equinox
(March 2013)
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The Presence of Bear
His shadow was there, all along,
Every night, revealed from across the threshold,
Long unnoticed, but inescapable,
A shadow without the tangible creature,
Corresponding.
Technically explicable, perhaps,
But it does not need an explanation.
The Souvenir
The clerk, she thought they all looked pretty much the same,
But opened up the case out of obligation,
Till I found the one I knew rang true.
It sat on a shelf as a souvenir, 
Well dusted and admired, till the changes.
Then it had work to do, ringing true,
Through to other truths.
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Mining Town
The cheerful cottage gardens
Behind the fence rails along Shake Rag Street
Welcomed the filthy ones without discrimination, 
Each day they emerged from the depths...
And would console those remaining 
When they didn’t, 
With their swaying bells, small suns, and tall spires, 
And a need for tending 
While never offering criticism.
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Arranged Marriage (Year of the Snake)
As the frozen dumplings boil,
Chopped leeks eventually fill the kitchen.
They will soon meet the forest mushroom stock,
Mark the year past,
And nourish us for the one to come.
Hooked on Birding
Redbud in full bloom
Eye-level near the sidewalk
Brilliant warbler flits
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On Her Own
seven does searching
under the young cottonwoods
one crosses the trail
onto the prairie
leaving the others behind
a bit more wary
Opening the Shades
the calling dove bobs
on horizontal pine branch
sunrise silhouette
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A Fragrant Path
A hard week passed.
I drove down to the river,
Pulled off the road and up to the gate,
Where the muddy trail 
Follows a cornfield to the first ravine.
Long years had passed
Since I drove down to that gate,
Where the muddy trail leads west.
I walked the trail and crossed the ravine,
At the layered, blue-gray rocks,
And scrambled up the wooded slope
To a brome field, where	...
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I almost passed
A wide-spreading cedar.
She had some gifts to share,
Tiny, pungent gray-blue beads.
I took just one.
(You should, too.)
Gently, I pressed it with my tongue
Against my teeth, and slowly knew
This muddy trail was the fragrant one.
Then, I freed her seeds.
A few songs passed
From my heart out to the field
As I followed its edge
To where it approached a more gentle slope.
Fresh droppings were everywhere
And moist tracks impressed
On this narrower trail
That led west to some seeps
Of dead elms and sleeping morels,
And singing bluebirds,
More brilliant than her beads. 
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Meditations XI & XII
Each day
Call out to your medicine bundle
Someday
It may answer you
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
perfection can not
be approached from a single
direction, turn ’round
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Before Breakfast
The rains that could be heard at midnight were gone,
But their thick clouds remained,
So the den was still dark and very quiet.
Under the sheets, the electric blanket, and a thick comforter,
I began to stretch and then nudged Wolf.
In a low voice, I asked,
“What makes you want to get out of the den?”
He growled and stretched a bit.
Then, in a low voice,
His answer held no surprises.
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Boxie at Rest
What brought it to pass its final moments
on the golden filagree
within the low raspberry bowl?
Now it rests under a perpetual
cottonwood leaf,
never to be disturbed again.
Gentle Snowfall
The morning snow fell like a child’s fantasy
Through a bright sky.
Its flakes were a perfect size.
They fell slowly, drifting carefree
In no particular direction,
Just enough to freshen the grimy piles
And enliven the day.
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Soothing the Soul
Pull out your pruners, make sure they’re sharp
Search out the swelling buds on the red elms
Cut off a long branch, one growing in the right direction 
Sit down and take out your pocket knife
Cut away the outer bark, peel the inner from the wood
See how long a piece you can get
Slice it into thin strips
Take three strips while they’re still soft and green
Braid them together 
Tie the two ends together
Set it in the sun to dry
Wear it on your person, under your clothes
Take the other strips, dry them, too
Grind them into a fine dust
What the powder does for your throat, 
The braid may do for your soul
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Reborn
After the big rains return
to wash away all the snow,
if you find yourself leaving
the warm, moist womb
a second time
and seeing the night sky 
like youʼve never seen it before,
then your second self has been awakened.
Gerber does not make a product line
for your kind.
There is no special shop in the strip mall
for you.
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But you may still need some new things;
most young ones do.
You may seek them out alone,
but if you find the best trackers,
the sharpest eyes and keenest memories,
they can point the way.
And do not overlook the old, dusty books,
reports written when this world looked
so different.
You never know where it hasn’t changed a bit,
till your new you is out there seeking.
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Hummingbird Cake (Broken Bow Lake)
It was too late.
I already had put on my warm coat, saying good-byes, when...
By the cash register sat
The layered Hummingbird Cake, perfectly intact.
One warm Spring night,
After beers and BBQ on the screened porch,
We shared a slice.
Looking out into the darkening forest,
Celebrating the hummingbird and all its friends,
It was sweet and rich.
And just yesterday I learned
That a new friend is leaving town
To spend her days searching for bears
In that hummingbird’s forest.
Another taste would have been oh so sweet.  
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Not in the Minutes (for S.R.)
Friday’s staff meeting was fairly routine,
But we (the sons and daughters of Flora)
Were examining ceramic suns and moons
And decorative metalworks ornamented 
With crystals.
I glanced across the table to the far corner
And met her eyes – She was holding
A copper spiral – On it,
Hung a small glass globe.
Her eyes were so bright,
Her smile angelic.
It was almost too much joy for that room to hold.
Five minutes later,
She shared the fine news.
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Senior Year (to A.C., A.M. & W.C.)
In the incredible year,
when forked candles were burning
for months from all ends,
two Crosses converged:
a golden one, almost ancient,
who taught the Carboniferous 
and led field trips to the proper, prehistoric outcrops
(that caused my path to cross with a single mom
from the beautiful smoky hills,
who knew the Dillards’ songs by heart);
and a modern one, almost ancient in his own way, 
who taught very different stories
crossing many streams of thought
that led back to a land before history.
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The candles have mostly flickered out.
The golden one became ancient first.
The mom left her daughter some fine sketches.
And the modern one took off for the lake,
never to be seen again.
But, somehow, their lessons live on.
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The Ides of March
They would be wary and stay in their den 
with the new pups that morning.
But we were not from these parts,
so we packed up and climbed east 
from Patagonia after breakfast.
Snow began to fall.
It turned heavy, sticking to all the signs.
We were headin’ for Ramsey Canyon
to watch for hummingbirds.
But none would fly in a whiteout,
and we were almost lost.
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So we turned towards the valley
and came on down.
The sun broke through momentarily 
shining brightly on storm clouds to the north
and an amazing view that spread out
for almost ever.
We met up with them 
southeast of Tucson,
when their hail poured down on us,
and we could only wonder 
what would happen next. 
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Riders of the Healing Road
You should come out for a visit
When the pink milkweeds are in full bloom.
We can talk of tea olives, of gardenias and white stephanotis over tea,
Then step out the back and watch the bumblebees
Taste thick nectar on each swaying pink ball and touch them.
Ask their forgiveness for taking a few.
We’ll put them up in the extra room.
It’s quiet up there, and there’s a fine view of the trail.
Know that as you sleep the deer will walk that trail and watch over you.
In your dreams, they’ll let you ride on their backs (if you promise not to tell).
In the morning, we’ll go a calling after breakfast.
When you taste the first roasted pecan in the cereal bowl,
You’ll recall your dreams and begin to speak,
But a spider will distract you,
And you’ll spill a drop of milk. 
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There are many healers in these parts,
Who work in different ways.
One knows the deer, another the bumblebees.
A third knows all of bunting’s songs by heart.
And then there’s the one who touches the rocks
And can take us (in our nakedness)
And walk us towards the healing road.
(It may vaguely look familiar).
When the day is almost done,
We’ll light a little flame and play a few songs.
A few slow dances may be in order,
Till it’s time for you to retire to that sweet-scented room,
With the view of the trail,
Where you can always go a riding.
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Important Work
At the end of that day,
The sun fell due West and I missed it.
The half moon rose in a cloudless sky and I missed it.
Constellations emerged more and more clearly and I missed it.
Then she called, rather late
(I was hoping she would).
But it wasn’t quite what I expected.
Her burden is heavy.
The load strains as she pulls it upstream.
No matter how much she loves it, 
It hurts.
And, then, in the weary middle of burdensome darkness,
She mentions the stars.
I walk out the door, phone in hand,
Look up straight to the moon.
And, then, her burdens seem smaller somehow, 
But more important.
The million stars and the half moon shine on.
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Off Center
(April 2013)
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Doing the Wash
While the Maytag performs its timed agitation
To set free the stains and grime,
I ponder longing and kisses and feelings
That Don McLean must have felt when he drove
Down to the levee and found it dry.
Knowing that the power of his song  
Was in its longing for things that won’t come again,
I want to write an epic,
For perhaps its crafting will conjure
Some satisfaction,
Some resolution.
Yet these are private longings 
And perhaps should remain unwritten.
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Yet these private longings are also ours
To the extent that we are all touched 
By our lovers
(And those others in our search for lovers),
In ways that go deep.
So I stop short as the spin cycle 
Comes to an end,
And try to bring my spinning heart
Back to rest,
And hope that the agitation quiets
As I kneel to unload the wash.
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Pink
she always hated pink,
but for three small exceptions:
    the wildest, late May roses 
    in the shoulderʼs gravel
    that bloomed after the snowplow hacked them off	;
        the softest sweater 
        in the softest, palest shade
        with sweetness round her neck;
    and the craziest, unrepressed flare
    in the mixing of beets with yogurt 
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Mixed Messages II (Call Us Today)
All illegal stuff...
Our tailgate party never ends.
Find the dream life.
Free pregnancy testing gives you super powers.
Ask for the Assistant Director of Operations.
Disrespect
the broom sweeping streets
from the dark undercarriage
was his broken tail
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March on Old Market
Ione awoke, watching from a
Dimly-lit window above the boutique,
Listening for their chants,
Energized by the movement.
Next door down, the patient herons
Opened the shades when they heard the drum ~
More confident that something good might
Oppose the seeping poisons,
Restore a little balance,
Even the hope of purity tonight.
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On the 	Job Training
Amanda with her two-toned hair
shook out her pony tail
and undressed for bed the other night
but sleep wouldnʼt come easy
interrupted too many times
by the crashing bells of white sharp shards
of coffee cups flying across the floor
Fairy Tail
There was a time when I was convinced
I was Little Red Ridinghood,
But you knew that I was really the Wolf
In a clever disguise.
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Sharing Shrimp Fajitas
We met at the old hacienda in the center of town.
The adobe walls have heard many tales.
(Probably a good thing theyʼre thick and mute.)
Well, we sat across from each other next to those walls, 	 	 	 	 	 	
      in a red-leather booth,
Sharing a sizzling platter of shrimp and peppers,
Far away from the warm seas where she wanted to be.
I rattled on about too much.
(Three days alone on the snowy mountain can do that.) 
But, still, I did see her dream:
A vision of the warm seas, a return to the tropical days,
And a promise made long ago to one who will not go.
But the promised seeds of palms and plumerias were planted that day,
Just a ways in from the sunny beach.
With the walls as my witness,
She’ll find her way to make them grow.
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Alone at Dayʼs End
For a fleeting moment,
you imagine 
that you are not alone in this house.
Your mother is downstairs, 
still working,
watching the front door. 
The Expert
he brings to mind my ego
unbridled
I squirm in my seat
uneasy
quiet confidences from my friend
confirming
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The Transfiguration of Elmer
As everything (but the truth) becomes digitized or pixellated,
What alchemy can be called upon to glue those tiles
	 back into a living whole?
Will it succeed?
Will the tiles shatter?
Will context matter?
Will the alchemists die trying?
	 (& what about Elmer?)
Or will the magic glue ultimately be meted out in microscopic dots? 
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The North Fork Pack Early Sunday Morning
	 	 Howl!
(It seemed right to start with it, but then I hesitated.  Ginsberg marked that territory 
so well, that any other try might seem foolish.  Of course, I doubt the pack ever 
heard of Ginsberg, let alone read him.  And, besides, his long song was dark, and the 
sun has just crested the ridge.  The packʼs greeting the newly made morning, leaving 
all that darkness behind.  So why not leave it in?)
	 	 Howl!
(The next part requires four simultaneous readers.  But thatʼs not really practical, 
better leave it to your imagination...)
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A God-fearing People
The news story this morning was set 
in a small town of God-fearing people,
though it did not specify which Gods
nor why.
Are they fearful there of not understanding
the mysteries?
Or do they suspect they might violate
some first principles?
Are they fearful they have taken up 
the mysterious cloak 
and assumed
the wrong roles?
Are they apprehensive 
of tresspass ~~ or of retribution?
The announcer did not explain,
didnʼt even try.
But lacking some explanation,
thereʼs no way of knowing 
the place 
their fears will lead.
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A Dusty Box
The box from Karachi was once opened
The graceful maiden lifted her veil and removed it
Later, she closed that box with a blue band and stuck it away
The band has not be touched since and grows brittle
Will the graceful one desire the box to be reopened?
My hands are ready
Ready to help you make the olive paste
Applying it where you cannot see
Gently holding your unveiled head
And washing it all away
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Yesterdayʼs Hard News
(for the victims of the Boston tragedy)
a thousand days passed
and another
and another
each and every one somehow manages 
to sneak up on us
from behind
we are standing with our feet in high boots
well planted
towards what weʼve just seen
towards yesterdayʼs hard news
or some sweet secret day from years ago
caught hard in the black sticky mud
from last nightʼs storm
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try as we might 
we are not owls
we twist our necks hard
and invest in the latest rear-view mirrors
some even manage to pull a bare foot
from their boots
but our necks are all sore
our mirrors tear-splattered
and sadly
no one alive has managed 
to pull out their second foot
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Elk Dreams
(June 2013)
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Elk Dreams
I.
If the time should come when I can fly with Elk, 
Iʼll spring for first-class seats 
And a round of drinks for all our fellow travellers. 
A great feast will be prepared 
For those who remain earthbound.
II.
Their weekend almost over,
The four hiked down through snow 
That turned to red with mud.
First was the Golden, polite,
Then the black mutt, too small for a Lab,
Followed by the two tall ones,
Each of their packs bristling full
With fallen weaponry,
Retreived from where the oaks thin out.
Finding is a challenge, true,
But witnessing the divestiture...
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III.
The wire fence slowly rusts in the flooded field.
The willows come along and take up the water,
And hide the rusty fence.
Follow the fenceline down, down,
Down to the thicket.
See if anyoneʼs at home.
Ask if you can take some thinnings.
If no oneʼs home, leave a gift.
Take the thick ones and bend them into Cs.
Then take the thin, red ones and cut them into even lengths.
Make a lodge from the Cs.
Make a broom from the switches.
Sweep the floor clean.
Make a small fire in the lodge
And dream willow dreams.
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IV.
One night, not long ago,
The three of them were waiting out back.
They knew he was ready.
He thought he was unprepared.
He met them back there, behind the house.
It was cold ~ but, sleepy, he didnʼt notice.
They spoke to him in tongues he didnʼt know.
But his heart understood enough to know
That these were prayers, and a weight was lifted.
But that unweighted heart of his 
Now feels ungrounded,
Floating as the sleeping dreamer wakes.
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The Traps are Set
The beta wolf that leaves his pack 
to pursue new prey
should not expect an easy run.
Traps are set.
The lone wolf becomes defensive.
His path ahead darkens.
Tenacity and ingratiation:
Are they the logical choices?
Or will heightened senses save his day?
So far, the traps have only pulled some fur
from the tip of his tail.
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Easter Dinner
The little lamb was well bled
Taken before its rightful time
The fields of grass were parched brown
No rain on the horizon
Unlucky enough to be born 
In the first dry year in years
So the shepherd made the call
Brought this one south
In white blocks, closely wrapped
Resting through a long, long winter
Suspended inanimation
Now, with the greening
And robinʼs song before the dawn
The process of transformation
Will be completed
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Lives of the Saints
Official hagiography omits doctrinal inconvenience.
Why did Earth Mother give Brigid the power to lead the 	priests?
Where did Sava meet the Wolf Spirits and how did he earn their trust?
And what of his contemporary, the one known as Francis, 
Who grasped the secret of riches by giving all away, 
To whom the loving birds flocked?
What if the Church had truly heeded their callings?
Driving through the Blue River Hills
So this is where
All the blue tears go
Down through the cedar groves
Down to the reservoir
It’s almost sunrise and coming up
Out of the moistened draw
I think of Coyote
And then he runs before me
All out
Right across the road
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The Artist (for Carl) 
His day begins early.
He walks the land at sunrise
And knows the light so well there.
The awakening is underway.
He sees the unsoftening, 
The drying of new butterfly wings,
And becomes part of it.
Walking on, he catches a warbler, at rest,
Surrounded by down
And waits for the moment when fireflies
Begin to rise from the hay meadow.
He paints their moving lights 
Across the darkening sky
And lets the warbler fly free.
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Three or are there more?
Silent sentinels emerge slowly (uncertainly) from within 
the snowstorm as you unknowingly approach and lift 
your head, if only to brush off your hood.
Transfer of Energy
Just before sunset
The oak logs decided
To send a tribute
A thousand small suns
And a willing breeze
Sent them
In the right direction
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Not Far from Home
The box elder branches 
that once were silvery purple
now show strange shades 
of yellow green.
Two black-headed robins 
spar intently
on the uncut lawn
beneath the tree.
Way up high, 
the redbird 
proclaims his kingdom,
emphatic.
But the little tan bat
pays no heed
and flutters easily
through its budding branches.
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Three Meditations on Sassafras
I.
When their floral buds were swelling
The Great Elk took a bite
On an open ridge just east of Cave Spring
II.
Three colors at once
The first week of October
All on the same branch
III.
It was their special secret
Till the Frenchmen finally figured it out.
Start with a repeated theme, hushed,
	 at irregular intervals.
Suddenly, kick it up a notch,
And play it like you mean it, with a strong beat,
Like the lead trumpeter in the funeral march.
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When Yellow Elk Meets Red Wolf
When Yellow Elk meets Red Wolf,
no fur will fly;
no growls will be heard;
no standoff will occur.
They will each be alone.
There will be no fear.
There will be no hunger.
Their pride will merge, and they will walk 
in perfect silence down to the lake
and drink of the cool water.
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Reflections on Adolescence from a Mercian Hymn
 
 "The princes of Mercia were badger and raven.  Thrall to their freedom, I dug and hoarded.  	
	 Orchards fruited above clefts.  I drank from honeycombs of chill sandstone."  
	 Geoffrey Hill, from "The Mercian Hymns" (1971)    
As a boy, I never met the Princes
(those encounters would come much later)
nor knew of Mercia,
but watched the gentry pass
and was enthralled by Duke Kestrel
when he caught the Mouse 
under the painterʼs messy feeders.
The budding orchards, then, were somewhere
out towards Wauconda.
When I found the sandstone bluffs,
I did not want to leave them.
And what could be more precious
than sweet honey sucked from its comb?
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They Emerged from the Lightning
The shades were drawn as tightly as could be
But then the light refused to be excluded
Bolts cut through the shades
It was quite a show
The program began with Tom on stage
Was he the director or the emcee?  Who knows?
The bugling really got my attention
Six great stags came forward
Shades notwithstanding
In two rows they came forward fast
Each pulling three long logs
And sounding their great power
It was quite a show
When it was done
Two mute medals of Tom remained on the dresser
And thoughts of great power
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To Seekers  
There are some days when weʼre sustained
Solely by the seeking,
When, with those of kindred spirit,
We venture out together
Seeking that shared sense of possible.
When winds gust past, and each thinks
The vision 
May tear apart and fly away, 
But holds to it, 
Applying both mind and heart, 
In good spirit,
To grasp the flying twig, the shaking reed,
And catch in mid-air, over and over,
The vision...
Then, at the end,
After the red sun sets
And a bright silver moon 
Is revealed in the western sky,
The winds calm, 
And we find ourselves sustained.
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Watched Over   
An owl waited long on the pole top till we came.
Afterwards, the magic chant was sung three times,
Echoing briefly out of the dark ravine.
Back to High Meadow    
When Grandfather takes a sip of this pale green concoction,
It takes him to the sweet meadows of his wilderness.
He stops for a moment to kneel
And takes a stem to chew on his patient trek
To taste all the fruits of paradise.
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The Algorithm (for Eve)    
The computer was told to staff the store
But measured their lives like merchandise,
Its algorithm efficient and heartless.
Her life is filled with unmeasured steps
Through unmeasured snows,
Her sleep interrupted unmeasured times,
And her quiet exhaustion drifts away
In unmeasured frustration.
Her unmeasured prayers 
To leave the computer behind go unheard.
And that algorithm becomes more efficient
But no less heartless in its measuring.
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At the Pondʼs Edge    
Motherʼs lavender patch died out last winter.
What a shame.
But at least its essence can still be sensed above,
in her washing place, Lavandula,
the pond patrolled by silent swans.
There three roses once did grace its edge.
The two of hundred petals thrive,
whilst the one of fewer petals and darker hue
no longer breaks bud.
But at least Redouté caught her in her prime,
and a red petal floats still in its scented water.
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Pipe Dream    
A pool of her blood lies there
Down in the ancient quarry.
On one hot day, after all the staff has gone,
Find your way down to the pool
And be covered in her dust.
When you get home that night,
Brush off her dust with care,
Pink and gray, onto a white plate.
Put it in a small glass jar and save it
To season the stew you cook
For all your relations.
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Dear Abby
Dear Abby,
I am most grateful for your prompt and thoughtful reply to my letter.  Your answer 
gives me much to ponder.  But I hope you can help clarify a couple small points.
What is the true nature of “sacrifice” in this day and age?  And how do I conduct the 
offering?  Should I invite all my friends over or just the Owl on a moonless night?
   
What makes the most sense and won’t ruffle too many feathers?
With deep respect, I remain,
Yours truly,
Still Puzzled in Iowa
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Two Runners
The last time we met you had been running
And my mind was running along with the wild ones unexpectedly freed
Running temporarily
But we came together on the hotel elevator
And we shared a few heartfelt words
I was not ready for more
But you should know that my mind has been running 
Alongside yours for years
All the way back to the strawberry years
When I first heard your voice and met your eyes
Through these times changes fly
And we both have been unexpectedly freed
Running temporarily
(As is the nature of all life)
But perhaps we will come together again on some elevator
And go running on some higher plane
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In the Right Place
When by four times
such dreams are dreamed and shared,
if, my friend, you are in the right place,
someone will recall the old stories;
another will see a new rising sun;
and the dreamer will dance an old dance anew. 
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